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Heroes: David Bowie and Berlin (Reverb)Reaktion Books, 2014

	In 1976, David Bowie left Los Angeles and the success of his celebrated albums Diamond Dogs and Young Americans for Europe. The rocker settled in Berlin, where he would make his “Berlin Trilogy”â€•the albums Low, Heroes, and Lodger, which are now considered some of the most critically...
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Understanding Sleep and Dreaming (Springerlink Behavioral Science)Springer, 2005

	As I am writing this, I am anticipating the 50th anniversary o f tlie discovery o f

	RELMS. For it was in 1951 that Aserinsky and Kleitman, who, while electronically

	recording a person's sleep in a University o f Chicago lab, were surprised to notice that

	eye movements occurred periodically even when their s~tbjectw as, by all...
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iPod & iTunes For Dummies, 3rd EditionFor Dummies, 2005
Import music, create playlists, burn CDs, and more
   Power up your iPod, fill it with tunes, even use it to manage your life   

   Nothing since the Walkman® has changed the music world like the iPod. But did you know your iPod can also keep your calendar, store photos, and wake you in time for...
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PossibilityOxford University Press, 2009
Possibility offers a new analysis of the metaphysical concepts of possibility and necessity, one that does not rely on any sort of "possible worlds." The analysis proceeds from an account of the notion of a physical object and from the positing of properties and relations. It is motivated by considerations about how we actually speak of...
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Panoramic Radiology: Seminars on Maxillofacial Imaging and InterpretationSpringer, 2007
During a Chicago Midwinter Dental meeting some years ago, I was asked by representatives from Panoramic Corporation to recommend a good general textbook on panoramic radiography. I was informed there is a great deal of interest within the dental profession in obtaining clinically relevant information on how to achieve the maximum diagnostic yield...
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Neurological Disorders due to Systemic DiseaseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Edited by

	Steven L Lewis, MD, Department of Neurological Sciences, Rush University Medical Center, Chicago, Illinois, USA


	How do you identify which neurologic syndromes occur due to systemic disease?  


	Neurological problems commonly occur in the context of underlying systemic disease, and may...
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The Recording Engineer's HandbookCourse Technology PTR, 2009
Working as a recording engineer presents challenges from every direction of your project. From using microphones to deciding on EQ settings, choosing outboard gear to understanding how, when and why to process your signal, the seemingly never-ending choices can be very confusing. Professional Audio's bestselling author Bobby Owsinski (The Mixing...
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Reporting Technical InformationOxford University Press, 2001

	The leading text in technical writing, Reporting Technical Information introduces students to all aspects of technical communication, including letters, proposals and progress reports, recommendation reports, research reports, instructions, and oral reports. Continuing the esteemed tradition of its predecessors, the tenth edition...
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AdvancED Flex 3Friends of Ed, 2008
Whether you're a Flex 3 beginner or intermediate user, this book provides the necessary information to help you develop into an expert. Using a practical hands-on approach, it illustrates exactly how to create robust and scalable enterprise-grade Rich Internet Applications (RIAs).
The book is divided into three parts. The first part discusses...
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How to Make Money with YouTube: Earn Cash, Market Yourself, Reach Your Customers, and Grow Your BusinessMcGraw-Hill, 2009
“How Can I Profit from YouTube®?”
Ever since its creation in 2005 the video-sharing phenomenon has been newsworthy not only for videos: users were making media appearances about how they parlayed their hobbies into six-figure incomes, but they’ve been tight-lipped when it comes to    their secrets.
...
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Gandhi's Search for the Perfect Diet: Eating with the World in Mind (Global South Asia)University of Chicago Press, 2019

	Mahatma Gandhi redefined nutrition as a holistic approach to building a more just world. What he chose to eat was intimately tied to his beliefs. His key values of nonviolence, religious tolerance, and rural sustainability developed in coordination with his dietary experiments. His repudiation of sugar, chocolate, and salt expressed his...
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Wireless Data Services: Technologies, Business Models and Global MarketsCambridge University Press, 2004
"[T]his is a quite readable book with lots of interesting nuggets of information..."   Russell J. Haines, Communications Engineer

"This is an excellent book covering all of the current research and development in the wireless industry as well as pointing out what is to come.  A recommended book for all academic...
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